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Abstract—One of the main challenges in Networked Control

Systems is to make better use of shared communication and

computing resources while preserving closed-loop stability and

good performance of the controlled process. Herein, we present

an output feedback control strategy that reduces the communi-

cation overhead of the networked control system by increasing

the time between control and measurement samples. The control

design is based on self-triggered control and ensures closed-loop

stability and ultimate boundedness of the state vector despite

the presence of bounded input and output disturbances. The

current work assumes that not all state variables are available for

measurement and employs a reconstruction technique to estimate

the state vector. Since the sampling is time-varying, this paper

also presents results on the preservation of reconstructability and

observability of linear systems under aperiodic sampling. Two

numerical examples are presented to illustrate the performance

of the state estimation and reduced-attention control strategy.

Index Terms—Sampled-data systems, Networked control, Self-

triggered control, observability, reconstructability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term Networked Control System (NCS) refers to a

control process wherein the control feedback loop is closed

through a real-time communication network [1]. In a NCS,

multiple subsystems or nodes (e.g., sensors, actuators, com-

puters, and controllers) can send and receive information

(e.g., commands and measurements) through a shared com-

munication network. The use of a shared network provides

several advantages such as scalability, modularity, redundancy,

and lower production, maintenance, and operational costs

[1]. Yet, its use also presents several challenges such as the

management and scheduling of shared communication and

computational resources as well as communication bandwidth

constraints [2].

The conventional approach of controlling NCSs is to sample

and transmit control and sensor signals at a fixed rate, i.e., peri-

odically. Since the sampling is fixed regardless of the current

state of the plant, a fast conservative sampling frequency is

assumed to cover any worst case scenario and any operating

point. This, in turn, may lead to communication overhead and

over-utilization of computing resources. Furthermore, a fast

periodic sampling may lead to wear of actuators and inefficient

power consumption of power-constrained systems [3], [4]. One

solution to alleviate these limitations and make better use of

available resources is to implement control tasks aperiodically

according to the current state of the plant. Examples of

aperiodic implementations that reduce the update frequency of

control tasks include event-triggered control [5], self-triggered

control [6]–[9], and minimum attention control [10], [11]. In

event-triggered control, the control signal is updated according

to threshold changes in the current state of the plant, leading,

in general, to larger control sampling intervals [5], [12]. It,

however, requires the continuous monitoring and transmis-

sion of sensor signals which may still present a burden on

communication resources and be practically unachievable. To

overcome the limitations of event-triggered control, one may

opt for a self-triggered controller. A self-triggered controller

determines the time of the next measurement and control

update based on the last available state information and does

not transmit or receive sensor information between updates.

Minimum attention control, which is similar to self-triggered

control, takes the current state of the plant and determines the

control input that maximizes the next sampling interval. The

main difference between self-triggered control and minimum

attention control, is that the first employs a predefined control

function while the latter searches for an optimal solution

among all feasible inputs. Therefore, minimum attention con-

trol generally yields larger sampling intervals at the expense

of a more complex control design [11].

All the above mentioned aperiodic control techniques typ-

ically require full state information. In practice, specially in

distributed control systems, measurements of all state variables

might be costly and even unfeasible. In such case, we may

opt for estimating the state variables using observers and other

estimation techniques. However, the use of aperiodic sampling

presents further control challenges. In general, controllability

and observability properties of continuous linear system may

be lost under aperiodic sampling [13], [14]. Therefore, when

implementing estimators, the sequence of sampling times must

be selected such that observability of the sampled-data system

is preserved. Examples of self-triggered control implementa-

tion using observers include [15]–[17].

Herein, we present a reduced-attention output feedback

controller for linear systems subjected to input and output dis-

turbances. The control approach exploits the reconstructability

property of the continuous system to estimate the state signals.
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cient conditions for the preservation of reconstructability and

observability under aperiodic sampling, being the latter one

of the main contributions of this paper. To regulate the state

of the plant, we propose a strategy based on self-triggered

control that reduces the attention of the controller (i.e., in-

creases the time interval between samples). The strategy differs

slightly from conventional self-triggered implementations by

evaluating a finite set of different control functions in order to

enlarge the next sampling time. We finally show closed-loop

stability of the sampled-data system despite input and output

disturbance and demonstrate boundedness of the estimation

error as well ultimate boundedness of the state vector. Two

numerical examples illustrate the efficiency of the proposed

control scheme.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notation

Let Rn, R≥0, and N represent the sets of all n-dimensional

real vectors, all non-negative real numbers, and all natural

numbers, respectively. We denote the 2-norm of a vector x =
[x1, · · · , xn]

T ∈ R
n as ‖x‖. For a matrix A ∈ R

n × R
n, we

define its maximum and minimum eigenvalues as λmax(A)
and λmin(A) and its maximum and minimum singular values

as ρmax(A) and ρmin(A), respectively. Similarly, we define the

induced 2-norm of A as ‖A‖ =
√

λmax(ATA) = ρmax(A),

the logarithmic norm as µ(A) = λmax(
AT+A

2 ), and the null

space as N (A).

B. Modeling of Physical Process

We consider a continuous physical process modeled as

ẋ(t) =Ax(t) +Bu(t) +w(t) (1a)

y(t) =Cx(t) + v(t) (1b)

where x ∈ R
n is the state vector, u ∈ R

m is the control

input, y ∈ R
p is the output or measurement vector, and A, B,

and C are constant matrices of proper dimensions. The signals

w ∈ R
n and v ∈ R

p represent unknown disturbances in the

input and output channels satisfying the following assumption.

Assumption 2.1: ∃ β0, β1 ∈ R≥0 such that ‖w(t)‖ ≤ β0

and ‖v(t)‖ ≤ β1 ∀ t ≥ 0.

The above assumption is quite general in nature and can

capture the effects of several unmodeled, moderate properties

such as the effects of nonlinear dynamics, uncertainties in the

A, B, and C matrices, and the presence of measurement errors.

In the following, we further assume that the pair (A,B) is

controllable, which implies that there exists a set of real m×n
matrices Ki ∈ K such that A+BKi is Hurwitz, and that the

pair (A,C) is reconstructable.

Definition 2.1 (Reconstructability): [18] A linear system or,

equivalently, the pair (A,C) is said to be reconstructable in

r + 1 steps if N (Or) ⊆ N (Ar), where

Or =








C
CA

...

CAr







, for some r ≤ n.

Remark 2.1: In brief, reconstructability refers to the ability

of determining the current state vector x(t) based on present

and past information of the system’s input and output. It is

worth mentioning that observability implies reconstructability,

but the reverse is only true for continuous systems and for

discrete systems with nonsigular state matrices. If the state

matrix A is nonsigular, then we say that the pair (A,C) is

reconstructable in r + 1 steps if Or has rank n.

C. Control Objective

We study the implementation of a sampled-data feedback

control law of the form

u(t) =K(tk)x̂(tk), ∀ t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N (2)

where K(tk) ∈ K, x̂(tk) ∈ R
n is the estimate of the process’s

state vector (to be defined later), and {tk}k∈N is the sequence

of divergent update times for the controller. We define the

sampling (or inter-execution) intervals as τk > 0 and, hence,

tk+1 = tk + τk. Without loss of generality, we assume that

the sequence starts at t0 = 0.

The main control objective is to find a control strategy

that reduces the attention of the controller and communication

overhead, while still guaranteeing a satisfactory performance

despite unknown disturbances and estimation errors. By sat-

isfactory performance, it is meant that the error between

the state vector and its desired operating point is globally

uniformly ultimately bounded by some positive constant δ.

If we let the zero vector be the desired operating point, then,

the control objective can be redefined as follows. Design a

sequence of update times {tk}k∈N with control law (2) such

that ‖x(t)‖ ≤ δ ∀ t ≥ Tδ,δ0 , for some Tδ,δ0 > 0.

D. Set of Sampling Intervals

The typical implementation of a self-triggered or reduced-

attention control law requires the evaluation of a regulatory

condition ∀ τk ∈ [τmin, τmax], where τmin > 0 is the minimum

sampling interval restricted by the control and communication

system and τmax > τmin is the maximum sampling interval

chosen for robustness [8]. Evaluation of such condition for a

infinite set of points can become computational intensive if

not impossible [8]. Therefore, we will opt for a discrete, finite

subset of [τmin, τmax] defined as T = {d, 2d, 3d, · · · , Nd},

where N =
⌊
τmax

d

⌋
is the cardinality of the set and d ≥ τmin is

the new minimum sampling interval chosen such that the prop-

erties of controllability and reconstructability are preserved

under sampling.

To this end, define σk = τk
d

∈ {1, · · · , N} and suppose that

w(t) = 0 and v(t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ [tk, tk+1], where tk+1 − tk =
dσk ∈ T . Then, the evolution of (1) between two consecutive

samples can be written as

x(tk+1) =(Ad)
σkx(tk) +Bσk

u(tk) (3a)

y(tk) =Cx(tk) (3b)

where1 Ad = eAd and Bσk
=

∫ dσk

0
eAθdθB. If σk is constant

∀ k, then, we have that the pairs (Aσk

d , Bσk
) and (Aσk

d , C)

1If A is nonsingular, then Bσk
= A−1(A

σk
d

− I)B.



are controllable and reconstructable in r steps,2 respectively, if

(A,B) and (A,C) are controllable and r-step reconstructable,

respectively, and

(λi − λj)dσk 6= 2πl
√
−1, for l ∈ {±1,±2,±3, · · · } (4)

for any pair of eigenvalues λi, λj of A [13], [19]. Note that if

(4) holds for σk = N , then it also holds ∀σk ∈ {1, · · · , N}.

Remark 2.2: Condition (4), which is only sufficient, guaran-

tees preservation of reconstructability under periodic sampling

and cannot be applied directly to aperiodic sampling. There-

fore, one still need to find sequences of aperiodic time intervals

for which these properties are preserved.

III. STATE ESTIMATION

Let (A,C) be reconstructable in r + 1 steps and assume

there is a consecutive sequence of r observation intervals

{τk−r, · · · , τk−2, τk−1} for which the matrix3

Ok,r =








C
CA

sk,1

d
...

CA
sk,r

d







, sk,i =

i∑

j=1

σk−j , k ≥ r (5)

has rank n. The later implies that (3) is also reconstructable

in r + 1 steps. Then, x(tk) can be estimated as

Ψk,r =ΩOk,rA
−sk,r

d

Γk,r =(ΨT
k,rΨk,r)

−1ΨT
k,r

x̂(tk) =Γk,r (Yk,r +Φk,r) (6)

where Ω is the (r + 1)p × (r + 1)p anti-diagonal identity

matrix, Yk,r = [yT (tk), · · · ,yT (tk−r)]
T is the collection of

the outputs in vector form, and Φk,r = [φT
k,r,1, · · · ,φT

k,r,r+1]
T

is the vector with input information and jth p×1 vector entries

given by

φk,r,j =

j−1
∑

l=1

CA
−sk,l

d Bσk−l
u(tk−l).

Note that Ad is always invertible and, if Ok,r has rank n, then

Γk,r is well defined and non-zero. Moreover, if Ok,r is a n×n
matrix, then Γk,r = Ψ−1

k,r.

A. Reconstructability After Sampling

Equation (6) provides a reconstruction method for x(tk)
based on past observations of the output and input. In fact,

if w(t) = 0 and v(t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ [tk−r, tk], it can be shown

that x̂(tk) = x(tk). The main problem is to find a sequence

of sampling intervals for which rank{Ok,r} = n. For the

case of periodic sampling, it is sufficient to choose a fixed

τk (or, equivalently, σk) such that (4) holds. For the aperiodic

case, the complexity of the analysis escalates as r, n, or N

2Preservation of reconstructability in k steps can be easily deduced from
the controllability proof in [19] despite not being explicitly stated.

3To avoid cluttering of equations, we use A
sk,i

d
= A

σk−i+···+σk−1

d
=

eA(τk−i+···+τk−1) to represent the ith step transition matrix from time t =
tk−i to final time t = tk .

increase (for instance, see discussion in [14], [15], [17]). In

the following, we will establish some results on observability

of aperiodically sampled-data system for some special cases.

Proposition 3.1 (2-Step Reconstructable Systems): Let

(A,C) be 2-step reconstructable and define S ⊆ {1, · · · , N}.

Assume that (4) is satisfied for some d > 0 and ∀ σk ∈ S .

Then, the sampled-data system (3) is reconstructable in 2 steps

for any aperiodic sequence of sampling intervals τk = dσk.

Proof: The proof follows directly from (4). If (A,C) is

2-step reconstructable and (4) holds ∀ σk ∈ S , then (4) implies

that Ok,1 has rank n ∀ σk ∈ S .

The previous statement is quite conservative given that

condition (4) is only sufficient. A less conservative result for

a system with a particular class of A matrices is stated below.

Proposition 3.2 (2-Step Reconstructable, Special Case):

Assume that (A,C) is 2-step reconstructable and suppose

∃ d > 0 such that N (C)
⋂N (CAσk

d ) = {0} ∀ σk ∈ N. Then,

the sampled-data system (3) is reconstructable in 2 steps for

any aperiodic sequence of sampling intervals τk = dσk.

Proof: Assume that N (C)
⋂N (CAσk

d ) = {0} ∀ σk ∈ N.

Then, N (Ok,1) = {0} ∀ σk, which implies that Ok,1 is full

rank and that (3) is reconstructable in 2 steps for any aperiodic

sequence.

Remark 3.1: Proving that N (C)
⋂N (CAσk

d ) = {0} for

some d and all σk is a complex task. However, Prop. 3.2

can reveal special system structures for which 2-step recon-

structability holds. An example of systems satisfying Prop. 3.2

is the group of systems with Ad and C matrices that can be

written as

Ad =

[
α1Ip×p Ap×p

0p×p α2Ip×p

]

, C = [Cp×p 0p×p]

where Ap×p and Cp×p are matrices of full rank, α1 and α2

are two non-zero real constants, and 0p×p and Ip×p are the

p× p zero and identity matrices, respectively.

For sake of illustration, we will use the following example

to show the advantage of using Prop. 3.2 over Prop. 3.1.

Example 3.1: Consider the following system matrices

A =







0 1 1 0
−1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0






, C =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]

.

Let d = π. Clearly, condition (4) does not hold since the

eigenvalues of A are λi = ±
√
−1, which means that Prop.

3.1 does not apply. Yet, Ad is an upper triangular matrix as

in Remark 3.1 with αi = −1 and Ap×p = −πI2×2. Then, it

is easy to show that

Ok,1 =

[
I2×2 02×2

(−1)σkI2×2 (−1)σkσkI2×2

]

which is full rank for all σk ∈ N, and hence, (3) is recon-

structable in 2 steps regardless of the sampling sequence.

The above discussion addressed reconstructability in 2 steps,

which requires p ≥ n
2 . Next, we will discuss results on a

special class of n-step reconstructable systems. With this in



mind, let us first introduce the following lemma adapted from

[20, Prop. 4.1 and Theo. 4.2].

Lemma 3.1: Consider the following n× n matrix

G =










1 1 · · · 1
gm1
1 gm1

2 · · · gm1
n

gm2
1 gm2

2 · · · gm2
n

...
...

. . .
...

g
mn−1

1 g
mn−1

2 · · · g
mn−1
n










(7)

where gi ∈ R are constants and mi ∈ N is a strictly increasing

sequence. Then, the determinant of G is the product of the

classical Vandermonde determinant times a symmetric Schur

polynomial P of degree mn−1 − n+ 1

det(G) =
∏

1≤i<j≤n

(gj − gi) · P (g1, · · · , gn).

Moreover, since P is a symmetric Schur polynomial, it can

be written as a linear combination of monomial symmetric

polynomials P (g1, · · · , gn) =
∑

µ Kµpµ, where Kµ > 0 for

all µ and pµ are monomial symmetric polynomials.

Proof: See [20].

Proposition 3.3 (State Matrix with Distinct Real λi): Let

C ∈ R
1×n. Assume that A has distinct real eigenvalues and

that the pair (A,C) is reconstructable in n steps. Then, the

sampled-data system (4) is also reconstructable in n steps for

any aperiodic sequence of sampling intervals τk ∈ T .

Proof: Assume that A has distinct real eigenvalues

{λ1, · · · , λn} and that (A,C) is reconstructable in n steps

(therefore, observable). Then, there is a nonsingular similarity

transformation matrix M such that A = M−1ΛM and C =
CΛM , where Λ = diag{λ1, · · · , λn} and CΛ = [γ1, · · · , γn].
Furthermore, since the system is observable and observability

is invariant under nonsingular transformation, we have that

γi 6= 0 ∀ i. Similar to A, we have that for any d > 0,

Ad = M−1ΛdM where Λd = edΛ = diag{edλ1 , · · · , edλn}.

Recalling the invariance of observability (and, hence, recon-

structability), we have that the pair (Ad, C) is reconstructable

if and only if the pair (Λd, CΛ) is reconstructable. Therefore,

it is sufficient to prove reconstructability after sampling for

the pair (Λd, CΛ).
Consider an arbitrary sequence of sampling intervals

{σk−n+1, · · · , σk}. The reconstructability matrix for the pair

(Λd, CΛ) is given by

Ok,n−1 =










1 1 · · · 1
λ
sk,1

d1
λ
sk,1

d2
· · · λ

sk,1

dn

λ
sk,2

d1
λ
sk,2

d2
· · · λ

sk,2

dn

...
...

. . .
...

λ
sk,n−1

d1
λ
sk,n−1

d2
· · · λ

sk,n−1

dn










· L

where λdi
= edλi and L = diag{γ1, · · · , γn}. Now, we would

like to show that Ok,n−1 is full rank. Since L has rank n,

it is sufficient to show that Ok,n−1L
−1 has rank n. To this

end, note that Ok,n−1L
−1 has the form of a Vandermonde-

like matrix (7) with sn−1 − n+1 powers missing. Therefore,

we can apply Lemma 3.1 and conclude that the determinant

of Ok,n−1L
−1 is given by

det(Ok,n−1L
−1) =

∏

1≤i<j≤n

(
λdj

− λdi

)
·
∑

µ

Kµpµ

where Kµ > 0 for all µ and pµ are monomial symmetric

polynomials. Since λdi
are all positive, we have that pµ > 0;

and, given that λdi
are also pairwise distinct, we have that

det(Ok,n−1L
−1) 6= 0. The latter implies that Ok,n−1 is full

rank and the proof is complete.

It is worth to mention that the above result also applies

to observability and controllability under aperiodic sampling

with similar assumptions. In addition, note that the assumption

of different eigenvalues is just a sufficient condition for

reconstructability and is independent of (4). Note also that

one cannot infer the reverse analogy from this proposition. If

the eigenvalues of A are real and at least two are equal, then, a

nonsingular similarity transformation matrix M may not exists

and no conclusion can be derived.

B. Bound on the Estimation Error

The reconstruction of the state vector by implementation of

(6) is exact if w(t) = 0 and v(t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ [tk−r, tk]. If the

later does not hold, then x̂(tk) might not be equal to x(tk).
Herein, we will compute a bound on the estimation error.

Similar to (6), the actual state vector can be computed as

x(tk) =Γk,r (Yk,r −Vk,r +Φk,r +Θk,r) (8)

where Vk,r = [vT (tk), · · · ,vT (tk−r)]
T and Θk,r =

[θT
k,r,1, · · · ,θT

k,r,r+1]
T for

θk,r,j =

j−1
∑

l=1

CA
−sk,l

d

∫ σk−l

0

eAσw(σ)dσ.

Using (6) and (8), we have that the estimation error is given

by ê(tk) = x(tk) − x̂(tk) = Γk,r (Θk,r −Vk,r) . Now, we

will compute an upper bound on each term. First note that

‖Vk,r‖ ≤
√
r + 1 · supt≥0 ‖v(t)‖ ≤

√
r + 1β1.

Similarly, we can bound each block entry of Θ as

‖θk,r,j‖ ≤
j−1
∑

l=1

‖C‖
∥
∥
∥A

−sk,l

d

∥
∥
∥

∥
∥
∥
∥

∫ τk−l

0

eAσw(σ)dσ

∥
∥
∥
∥

where4

∥
∥
∥
∥

∫ τk−l

0

eAσw(σ)dσ

∥
∥
∥
∥
≤

∫ dN

0

eµ(A)σ ‖w(σ)‖ dσ

≤ eµ(A)dN − 1

µ(A)
β0

and

∥
∥
∥A

−sk,l

d

∥
∥
∥ ≤

∥
∥A−1

d

∥
∥
sk,l

= ρmin(Ad)
−sk,l . Let β2 =

max{1, ρmin(Ad)}. Then,

‖θk,r,j‖ ≤ (j − 1) ‖C‖ eµ(A)dN − 1

µ(A)
β0β

−sk,j

2

4Without loss of generality, we will assume that µ(A) 6= 0. If µ(A) = 0,

then
∫ τ
0 eµ(A)σdσ = limµ(A)→0

eµ(A)τ−1
µ(A)

= τ .



and

‖Θk,r‖ ≤
√

r(r + 1)

2

eµ(A)dN − 1

µ(A)
β0β

−sk,r

2 ‖C‖ = β3.

Having defined bounds on Vk,r and Θk,r, we can compute

an upper bound on the estimation errors as

‖ê(tk)‖ ≤ ρmax(Γk,r)
(√

r + 1β1 + β3

)
. (9)

Furthermore, if Ok,r is a n× n matrix, then

ρmax(Γk,r) ≤
∥
∥Ω−1

∥
∥

∥
∥
∥O−1

k,r

∥
∥
∥

∥
∥A

sk,r

d

∥
∥

= ρmax(Ad)
sk,rρmin(Ok,r)

−1

where ρmin(Ok,r) > 0.

Remark 3.2: Computing an upper bound for ρmax(Γk,r) and

lower bound for ρmin(Ok,r), even when Ok,r ∈ R
n×n, will

depend on the specifics of the Ad and C matrices. Yet, since

Ok,r has rank n, there exist positive, finite upper and lower

bounds for ρmax(Γk,r) and ρmin(Ok,r), respectively.

IV. REDUCED-ATTENTION OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL

As established in Section II-C, the main control objective

is to stabilize x(tk) near its equilibrium point, while reducing

the control attention and communication overhead. To this end,

we will follow a similar approach to the self-triggering policy

in [8].

Consider the following function

h(x̂(tk), τk) = V(ξ(t+ τk))− eατkV(x̂(tk)) (10)

where V(·) = ‖·‖ is a Lyapunov-candidate function,5 α is a

negative control parameter satisfying λmin(A+BKi) < α < 0
∀ Ki, and

ξ(tk + τk) = eAτk x̂(tk) +

∫ τk

0

eAσdσBKix̂(tk)

is a prediction of x(tk + τk) based on the state estimate.

Then, the control task is to find the control gain Ki that yields

the largest admissible τk for which h(x̂(tk), τk) ≤ 0 without

loosing reconstructability. Mathematically, we can define the

reduced-attention control law as

K(tk) = argmax
Ki∈K

{τk}, (11a)

τk =max
τ

{τ ∈ Tk|h(x̂(tk), τ) ≤ 0} (11b)

where Tk ⊆ T denotes the set of admissible inter-execution

intervals at time tk that preserves reconstructability. In what

follows, we will assume that d is chosen such that d ∈ Tk
∀ k. Note that the cases discussed in Prop. 3.1 to 3.3 not only

satisfy the latter assumption, but they also imply that Tk = T
∀ k.

Remark 4.1: Execution of (11) differs slightly from the

the standard approach of self-triggering control [9] where

the control law is fixed and the sampling time is maximized

according to the current state. In the proposed control rule (11)

5Other Lyapunov-candidate functions may be used including quadratic
functions. We opt for a linear function for sake of simplicity.

the state feedback control gain may also change in order to

maximize the time intervals. The latter has some similarities

with the concept of minimum attention control and, therefore,

the preference herein to use the term of reduced-attention

control.

Remark 4.2: The estimation of the state vector x̂(tk)
requires r + 1 output samples assuming that the original

system is reconstructable in r + 1 steps. This means that the

reconstruction process requires an initial phase before the first

estimate can be generated. The best course of action for the

initial phase is to set τk = d ∀ k ∈ [0, · · · , r] in order to collect

r + 1 output samples in the shortest possible time and to let

u(t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ [0, rd] if the initial state x(t0) is unknown.

During this time window (i.e., t ∈ [0, rd]) the state vector may

drift farther away from the equilibrium point. However, it will

remain bounded.

The next propositions will discuss the existence of a positive

sampling interval regardless of the current state vector as well

as the global ultimate boundedness of the state vector. The

first property is required in order to implement (11) digitally.

The second property establishes closed-loop stability. Without

loss of generality, the next results will apply after the initial

phase, i.e., tk ≥ tr. Since (1) is linear with bounded inputs,

(1) cannot exhibit finite escape, i.e., x(t) will remain bounded

∀ t ∈ [0, tr].
Proposition 4.1 (Minimum Inter-Execution Interval): There

is τ⋆ > 0 such the solution to (11) is always lower bounded

by τ⋆, i.e., τk ≥ τ⋆ ∀ k.

Proof: It can be shown that h(x̂(tk), 0) = 0 and

limτ→0+
∂h(x̂(tk),τ)

∂τ
< 0 ∀ x̂ ∈ R

n. Hence, by continuity

of h(x̂(tk), τ), we can conclude that ∃τ⋆ > 0 such that

h(x̂(tk), τ
⋆) ≤ 0 regardless of x̂(tk).

Prop. 4.1 states the existence of a positive minimum sam-

pling interval that satisfies (11) regardless of the state estimate.

Therefore, as long as d ≤ τ⋆, ∃τk ∈ Tk satisfying (11) ∀ k.

Computation of τ⋆ will depend on the specifics of the A and

C matrices.

We now proceed to present the convergence results for x.

Proposition 4.2 (Ultimate Boundedness of x): Consider the

system in (1) with proposed sampled-data control input (2)

and update rule (11). Choose d ∈ (0, τ⋆]. Then, the state

trajectories of (1) are globally uniformly ultimately bounded.

Proof: First, let us consider the evolution of x for t ∈
[tk, tk+1]. We have that the state trajectories are given by

x(tk+1) =eAτkx(tk) +

∫ τk

0

eAσ (BK(tk)x̂(tk) +w(σ)) dσ

=ξ(tk+1) + eAτk ê(tk) +

∫ τk

0

eAσw(σ)dσ

which in turn can be upper bounded by

‖x(tk+1)‖ ≤ ‖ξ(tk+1)‖+ eµ(A)τkβ4 +
eµ(A)τk − 1

µ(A)
β0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=η(τk)≥0

.

where we used (9) and defined β4 =
ρmax(Γk,r)

(√
r + 1β1 + β3

)
for short of notation. Now,



assume that k ≥ r, which marks the end of the

initialization phase. Note that x(tr) must be bounded

since (1) cannot have a finite escape time. Then, from

(10) and the implementation of (11) we have that

‖ξ(tk+1)‖ ≤ eατk ‖x̂(tk)‖ ≤ eατk ‖x(tk)‖ + eατkβ4

and, therefore,

‖x(tk+1)‖ ≤ eατk ‖x(tk)‖+ eατkβ4 + η(τk)

≤ eατk ‖x(tk)‖+ β5 (12)

where β5 = eατminβ4 +max{η(τmin), η(τmax)} < ∞.

Using induction steps and (12), we can show that

‖x(tk+1)‖ ≤ eα(tk+1−tr) ‖x(tr)‖+
k−1∑

j=r

eα(tk−1−tj)β5

≤ eα(tk+1−tr) ‖x(tr)‖+
k−1∑

j=r

eα(j−r)τminβ5 (13)

∀ k ≥ r, where we used the fact that

f(k) =

k−1∑

j=r

eα(j−r)τmin ≥
k−1∑

j=r

eα(tk−1−tj), for α < 0.

Since eα(tk−1−tj) is a positive and monotone decreasing

function of k, we can use the integral test for convergence

[21] and obtain that limk→∞ f(k) ≤ ατmin−1
ατmin

. Returning to

(13) and evaluating the limit as t → ∞, we obtain that

lim
k→∞

‖x(tk+1)‖ ≤
(

1 +
1

|α| τmin

)

β5 = δ.

Given that x(tr) is arbitrary, we can conclude that x(t) is

globally uniformly ultimately bounded with ultimate bound δ.

Remark 4.3: Digital implementation constraints may impose

a minimum sampling period d larger than τ⋆. In such case,

τk can be chosen as the maximum value between d and the

solution to (11) as long as d is small enough (an ad hoc rule

is to set d 20 times smaller than the system’s time constant)

without altering closed-loop stability. This premise will be

shown via simulations.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The following are two numerical simulations illustrating the

efficiency of the state reconstruction method and proposed

output feedback controller.

A. Simulation Results

Consider the dynamical system in (1) with A and C
matrices from Example 3.1, B = [0, 0, 0, 1]T , w(t) =
[0, 0, 0, cos(t)/10]T , and let v(t) be an uniformly distributed

vector signal with β1 = 0.1. We choose d = 0.2 [s] and

N = 40, which yields an initial phase of 0.2 [s] and a

maximum sampling interval of 8 [s]. Using these parameters

and Prop. 3.1 (or 3.2), it is easy to show that the pair (Ad, C)
is reconstructable in 2 steps for any aperiodic sequence of

inter-execution times. For the controller, we pick four different

stable gains

K1 =[0.55 − 1.15 − 0.55 3.10],

K2 =[−4.25 − 4.75 − 7.75 − 5.50]

K3 =[−4.50 − 3.50 − 8.75 − 6.00],

K4 =[0.60 − 0.45 0.35 − 2.20]

and a convergence rate of α = −0.25 for the triggering rule.

To enforce a minimum sampling interval of d = 0.2 [s], τk is

chosen as the maximum between d and the solution of (11).

The results of the simulation are illustrated in Fig. 1 through

3. Fig. 1 illustrates the evolution of the state variables and

their estimates. It can be noticed that the proposed control and

estimation approach not only reconstruct the state signals fairly

well, but it also stabilizes the state vector near zero despite

uncertainties in the output, the presence of small nonlinear

dynamics, and the use of aperiodic sampling. The aperiodic

sequence of sampling intervals along with the control gain

(control input) selected by the triggering rule are depicted

in Fig. 2. In total, the proposed approached required 78
samples in 40 [s]. This represents a reduction of 61.2% samples

when compared to a periodic implementation with period d.

Finally, Fig. 3 compares the Euclidean norm of the state

vector when using the proposed reduced-attention control law

with the Euclidean norm of the state vector when using two

periodic implementation. The first and second periodic control

implementation (identified as x⋆ and x†, respectively) utilized

K(tk) = K1 and K(tk) = K4, which are the first and

second mode of the aperiodic implementation. The figure does

not only showcase convergence and boundedness of the state

vector using the aperiodic implementation, but it also shows a

faster rate of convergence when compared to the two periodic

implementations. Note, however, that the steady-state error

for the aperiodic implementation is slightly higher. The latter

is attributed to the presence of uncertainties and unmodeled

dynamics and the use of generally larger sampling intervals.

For the second example, we consider a linear physical

system (1) with matrices

A =







0 10 0 −9
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0






, B =







1
0
0
0






, CT =







0
0
0.5
0






.

The uncertainty signals w(t) and v(t) are taken to be two uni-

formly distributed random signals with bounds β0 = 6×10−1

and β1 = 10−3, respectively. Since the system is recon-

structable in 4 steps and A has real distinct eigenvalues, the

pair (Ad, C) is also reconstructable in 4 steps for any aperiodic

sequence and minimum sampling period d. For the set of

sampling intervals, we choose d = 0.2 [s] and N = 20, which

yields an initial phase of 0.6 [s] and a maximum sampling

interval of 4 [s]. The convergence rate for the triggering rule
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is chosen as α = −0.35 while the set of stable control gains

is designed as

K1 =[−5.0 − 18.8 − 6.3 7.5],

K2 =[−2.2 − 12.1 − 1.0 8.8],

K3 =[−3.6 − 14.9 − 2.9 8.4],

K4 =[−6.0 − 23.0 − 12.0 5.0],

K5 =[−4.8 − 18.4 − 9.6 − 0.5].

The evolution of the state variables and their estimates

is illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that all state variables remain

bounded and the estimates are close to their real value. Fig. 5

shows the aperiodic sequence of sampling intervals along with

the control gain that maximized the sampling period. Observe

that all gains are selected at least once. In total, 123 samples

where used in 40 [s], which represents a reduction of 38.8%
samples when compared to a periodic implementation.

Finally, Fig. 3 compares the norms of the state vectors when

using the proposed reduced-attention control law and two

periodic implementations. The first and second periodic con-

trol implementations utilize K(tk) = K3 and K(tk) = K4,

respectively, and their state vectors are identified by x⋆ and x†,

respectively. Interestingly, all periodic implementations show-

cased an initial deviation from the equilibrium point that was

4 to 7 times larger than the state deviation observed with the

proposed reduced-attention control. Note, in addition, that the

convergence rate is faster for the proposed controller. However,

in steady-state, the error of the aperiodic implementation is

slightly larger, which is to be expected due to the use of larger

sampling periods and the presence of disturbances.

B. Considerations

It is important to recognize that, although the closed-loop

system is guarantee to be stable and the estimation error to

be bounded under the proposed reduced-attention control law,

the bound on the estimation error and the ultimate bound

on the state vector can substantially increase as a function

of β1, β2, τmin, and τmax (refer to Sections III-B and IV).

In fact, in simulations it was observed that the proposed

control approach is particularly sensitive to the output error

v(t), meaning that larger deviations where observed for even

small output errors. This is the main disadvantage of the

proposed control methodology when compared to other output

feedback controllers based on observers [15], [16]. However,

the convergence of the estimation error to zero is faster and the

initialization phase is also shorter under the proposed approach

[15]. Future work will aim to blend the observability and

reconstructability results presented in Section III-A with the

design of observers, filters, and other estimation techniques.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented results on the preservation of

reconstructability and observability for linear systems under

aperiodic sampling. Among the results, we showed that re-

constructability and observability are preserved for all contin-

uous observable linear systems with distinct real eigenvalues

independently of the sequence of sampling intervals, includ-

ing aperiodic sequences. We also provided a reconstruction

technique of the state vector and showed boundedness of

the estimation error. We then used this estimate to close the

feedback loop using a reduced-attention control approach. The

control approach is based on self-triggered control and aims to

maximize the time interval between samples while guarantee-

ing closed-loop stability and global ultimate boundedness of

the state vector. It is shown via simulations that the proposed

estimation and control approach can reduce the utilization

of communication resources by increasing the time interval

between samples and is able to stabilize the process within
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some bounded neighborhood of the desired operating point

despite the effect of unknown input and output disturbances.

Simulations results, however, also showed that this bound is

particularly sensitive to the output disturbances, suggesting the

utilization of some filtering techinique to mitigate their effect

or the use of other estimation tools.

Future work include the analysis of reconstructability and

observability for other classes of linear systems under irregular

sampling, the use of filters to mitigate the effect of output

disturbances, and the design of observers using the observ-

ability results presented herein. In addition, we would aim

to design reduced-attention control strategies that impose less

conservative lower bounds in the sampling interval that can be

easily realizable in digital implementations while satisfying a

relaxed performance criteria (e.g., [22]).
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